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Transient four-wave mixing ~FWM! spectra from excitonic Fano resonance ~FR! states in biased superlat-
tices are theoretically investigated by numerically solving the semiconductor Bloch equations adopting FR
wave functions of the excitonic Wannier-Stark ladder as an expansion basis set. It is found that an Aulter-
Townes-like doublet arises from resonant excitation of FR excitons, and shows conspicuous asymmetry in
spectrally resolved FWM signals, the degree of which depends strongly upon a Fano-q parameter. Further-
more, the many-body Coulomb exchange effects markedly modify the spectral profiles, so that either lobe of
the doublet is considerably narrowed with accompanying reversal of the asymmetry pattern. The effects also
shift the overall resonance spectra toward the high-energy side. The three findings of spectral narrowing,
asymmetry reversal, and blue shift feature the present dressed FR system. The corresponding time-resolved
spectra are also discussed from the viewpoint of the Rabi oscillation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.035322 PACS number~s!: 78.47.1p, 42.50.Md, 32.80.DzI. INTRODUCTION
Quantum interference of continuum states with embedded
bound states, known as Fano resonance ~FR!,1 is one of the
most fundamental phenomena occurring in diverse physical
systems such as nuclei, atoms, molecules, and semiconduc-
tors. Interactions of laser fields with atomic FR, termed laser-
induced autoionization ~LIA!, were intensively studied in the
past, revealing several remarkable effects2 including the
Fano zero and the confluence.3 Moreover, these interactions
were also explored in the context of laser-induced continuum
structure ~LICS!, in which atomic continuum states are struc-
tured by embedding a bound state into a previously unstruc-
tured continuum by the dressing interaction.4 As for semi-
conductor heterostructures, investigations in the direction of
nonlinear responses from low-dimensional excitonic FR still
remain scarce,5–9 though the corresponding linear spectra
have been well understood both experimentally8,10,11 and
theoretically.12–17
On the other hand, a vestige of excitonic Rabi flopping
induced by an intense pumping was successfully observed18
despite rapid polarization decay and possible excitation-
induced dephasing ~EID!.19–23 Since this first observation,
coherent nonlinear dynamics of resonantly excited excitons
pertaining to pure bound states ~not to FR! have been studied
in both temporal and spectral domains, demonstrating char-
acteristics of excitonic Rabi flopping,24–32 which is absent
from atomic Rabi oscillation.33 Specifically, the excitonic
Rabi energy is saliently enhanced due to internal renormal-
ized fields arising from many-body Coulomb effects negli-
gible in the atomic system.24–27 Moreover, it is likely that an
exciton blue shift in energy attributed to repulsive exciton-
exciton interactions causes the higher-energy ac-Stark side-
band to overlap with continuum states, resulting in modifi-
cation of spectral intensities.28,29 In addition, a transition
from the exciton-polariton doublet to an ac-Stark splitting
and spectral modulation due to exciton continuum onset have
been intensively studied in semiconductor microcavities.30–320163-1829/2004/69~3!/035322~16!/$22.50 69 0353In this paper, we present transient four-wave mixing
~FWM! spectra of the excitonic FR states induced by reso-
nant pumping in biased superlattices @Wannier-Stark ladder
~WSL!#. This subject,34 related to LIA as an atomic counter-
part, is distinguished from the excitonic Rabi problem con-
cerning the structureless continuum mentioned above.28,29 In
the former, the FR wave function is usually complex because
of its nature ascribable to a multichannel scattering problem,
and sharply energy-dependent phase shifts associated with
Fano couplings are inherently incorporated in the present
continuum, rendering all associated FR transition matrices
phase-sensitive complex numbers. On the other hand, in the
latter, wave functions of the pure bound state and the struc-
tureless continuum are just real and do not provide any ad-
ditional phase information for the related matrix elements. In
this sense, the observed enhancement of the high-energy ac-
Stark sideband and the resulting asymmetric profile in the
study of Ref. 29 would be considered due to overlap of en-
ergetically close bound and continuum states, rather than due
to interference between the two.
It is thus speculated that the presence of the FR phase
shifts largely modulates coherence of induced polarizations,
and the modulation pattern of the spectra depends on a way
of the Fano interference. As is seen later, the spectrally re-
solved FWM ~SRFWM! signals in relatively strong excita-
tion exhibit an Autler-Townes ~AT!-like doublet33,35,36 with
asymmetric amplitudes of the two sidebands. The asymmetry
is ascribable to the modulation of polarization coherence due
to the Fano couplings. The many-body Coulomb exchange is
also strongly affected by these couplings through the relevant
matrix elements with respect to the FR states. Furthermore,
this effect possibly accelerates the spectral modification,
leading to reversal of the asymmetry, narrowing of each side-
band width, and blue shift.
Next a brief mention is made of the related studies to the
present paper, other than the asymmetric ac-Stark doublet
due to overlap between bound and continuum states re-
marked above.29 The first is on Fano-type interference in
photoluminescence spectra of infrared-driven quantum©2004 The American Physical Society22-1
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is coupled to an additional metastable state, and the resulting
emission spectra split into the AT doublet with equal ampli-
tudes, namely, the symmetric doublet. This is akin to LICS in
atomic physics rather than LIA in that this splitting is attrib-
uted to embedding an exciton bound state in continuum by
laser irradiation. Moreover, it is governed by intraband dy-
namics in contrast with the present system ruled by interband
dynamics. To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of
asymmetric doublet generation in this system. The second is
on the asymmetric profile of the AT splitting arising from
detuning in nonresonant pumping. Such phenomena are
commonly known in atomic and molecular physics.33,38 Note
that the asymmetry of a spectral shape focused in this article
arises from resonant excitation. An excitation slightly de-
tuned from the resonance would also result in asymmetry,
however it has a combined origin from both effects of the
detuning and the coherent modulation of an induced polar-
ization due to FR.
In the present paper the semiconductor Bloch equations
~SBE! are applied to the dressed FR problem concerned here
for the excitonic WSL within the Hartree-Fock ~HF!
approximation,39 by expanding a microscopic polarization
and a carrier population density in terms of an excitonic FR
basis set. However, it is pointed out that the SBE’s in the HF
model tend to give incorrect results in that these underesti-
mate the excitonic effects on the intraband dynamics,40 and
overestimate contributions from continuum due to partial
lack of excitonic correlation.29,32 Moreover, theories beyond
the HF approximation have been presented, for instance, in
the method of dynamic controlled truncation of the hierarchy
of density matrices40 and the quasibosonic exciton model,41
indicating significance of the exciton-exciton correlation in
intraband dynamics such as terahertz radiation.42–44 In addi-
tion, Coulomb memory signature is explored,45 and evi-
dences for exciton-exciton correlations are found in heavy-
hole and light-hole oscillations.46 On the other hand,
according to a recent theoretical work of Ciuti et al.,47 inco-
herent scattering relevant to EID is drastically reduced in the
regime of strong and resonant pumping of excitons, leading
to little alteration from the HF dynamics at the more sophis-
ticated dressed second-Born level.
Discussion of such Coulomb correlation effects is beyond
the scope of this paper for the present. To the best of our
knowledge, investigations toward the many-body Coulomb
effect ~including the HF effect! on nonlinear dynamics of FR
excitons have still remained unexplored but a few experi-
mental works6,7 suggesting its significance. Therefore it is
considered worth showing the importance of the Coulomb
collisions in the dressed FR system concerned here even
within the mean-field approximation.
However, the authors should comment on the possible
consequences of the deficiency in this approximation. The
occurrence of the above-mentioned asymmetric AT-like dou-
blet that is the primary result of the present paper would
remain unaltered no matter whether the exciton correlation
beyond the HF approximation is taken into account, since
this arises from the interference between the microscopic in-
terband polarization coherence and the FR, not from the03532many-body effect. Even without this effect, in fact, the asym-
metry manifests itself, as is evidently seen later ~Sec. III!. On
the other hand, it would be the way of modulation of the
asymmetrically split sidebands in this doublet that will be
likely governed by the correlation effect. As is shown below
~Sec. IV!, the modulation obtained at the HF level leads to
detailed changes of the SRFWM spectra such as a narrowing
of the split peaks. The many-body effect beyond this ap-
proximation would further alter the modulation pattern of the
interband polarization through the intraband quantities such
as population densities, since these quantities are sensitive to
the exciton correlation. To recapitulate, it would be specu-
lated that the SRFWM spectra of FR excitons are still glo-
bally featured by the manifestation of asymmetry even in a
more sophisticated level of approximation including the cor-
relation, whereas in contrast to it the detailed characters of
the spectra are more or less modified by the correlation. We
are now working on the study toward the sophisticated level
of theory.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the theoret-
ical framework for numerical calculations is described. Prior
to full numerical calculations based on SBE, in Sec. III, a
simplified model without the many-body effect, which can
be solved analytically, is presented for a qualitative analysis
of the asymmetric AT-like doublet manifested in SRFWM
signals. The associated time-resolved FWM ~TRFWM! sig-
nals are also included. In Sec. IV, discussion is made on the
results of the full numerical calculations including the many-
body effect. Section V is a concluding remark. Moreover,
three appendixes are included for supplementing the text.
The atomic units are used throughout unless otherwise
stated.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This section consists of linear FR spectra of WSL along
with the associated wave function, and the SBE and the re-
sulting mathematical expressions for FWM. The FR wave
functions are employed as an expansion basis set of the SBE,
as stated above. Therefore we begin with the FR spectra and
discuss characteristics of the FR wave function from the
point of view of the multichannel scattering problem. Next
such a FR basis set is incorporated to the SBE formalism,
and expressions of macroscopic polarizations for SRFWM
and TRFWM are derived.
A. Linear FR spectra
There are no pure bound states in excitonic WSL, and all
of the exciton states pertain to FR.8,12,13 The FR should be
dealt with as the multichannel scattering ~MCS! problem
with imposition of proper scattering boundary con-
ditions,14,15 differing from the conventional method.16,17 First
of all, both the advantages of the MCS theory adopted in this
paper and the drawbacks included in the conventional FR
theories are summarized based on the preceding papers.14,15
In most theoretical studies16,17 resorting to the variational
calculations, the obtained FR spectra were approximated
simply by a set of pseudocontinuum states having discrete
eigenvalues and being independent of a given FR energy. As2-2
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regarded from the beginning, otherwise superseded implic-
itly by a vanishing boundary condition similarly to a bound-
state problem. Furthermore, these studies were fairly crude
due to necessity of incorporating an artificial phenomeno-
logical broadening parameter of a FR width for coping with
the difficulty. Such approximations hamper detailed analysis
of FR. For instance, it is impossible to extract phase infor-
mation of FR and the related scattering matrix that will play
significant roles in determining the shape of SRFWM signals
in the present work ~see Secs. II B, III, and IV!. In these
senses, these conventional works are incomplete.
On the other hand, the present method can overcome al-
most all difficulties annoying the conventional methods ow-
ing to the sophisticated numerical approach explored,
namely, the R-matrix propagation technique combined with
the adiabatic expansion, to be shown right below. The MCS
calculation does not require any empirical broadening pa-
rameter, and hence it can provide the accurate natural FR
widths and scattering wave functions with numerical stabil-
ity. The only one drawback of the present FR theory is that a
large size of data of the MCS wave functions composed of a
lot of scattering channels has to be accumulated in a com-
puter memory for its application to the nonlinear FR-exciton
dynamics as an expansion basis set. To make feasible the
calculation of Coulomb matrices needed in the dynamics, a
couple of further approximations are introduced, as is shown
in Sec. II B.
Now we move to the setup of FR wave functions of the
WSL exciton. Let us begin with an excitonic Hamiltonian
ascribable to a heavy-hole exciton without valence-band
mixing and contributions from a light-hole exciton. Neglect
of the valence-band mixing is well justified in the present
system composed of relatively narrow quantum wells,
namely, superlattices of 34 Å-GaAs/17 Å-Al0.3Ga0.7As. The
light-hole exciton provides merely a minor effect on the FR
spectra with slightly modifying higher-energy line shapes.8
Moreover, just the energetically lowest pair of electron e and
heavy-hole h subbands are incorporated ~the two-subband
model!, ignoring the Zener tunneling for simplicity. The ex-
citonic Hamiltonian Hex is thus given by
Hex52
„r
2
2m i
2V~r ,ze ,zh!1hwsl~ze ,zh!, ~1!
where an in-plane exciton radius vector is represented as r,
positions of e and h in the crystal-growth direction ~the z
axis! are denoted as ze and zh , respectively, and m i means an
in-plane reduced mass of the exciton: 1/m i51/mei11/mhi
with me(h)i an in-plane electron ~hole! mass. A center-
of-mass ~c.m.! motion in the layer plane is neglected.
V is a Coulomb potential between electrons staying in
conduction and valence bands, given by V(r ,ze ,zh)
51/@eAr21(ze2zh)2# , with e a static dielectric constant of
a medium concerned. hwsl means a combined WSL Hamil-
tonian describing motions of e and h in the axial direction,
including periodic potentials u(ze ,zh) of superlattices of
both carriers and an interaction of these carriers with a static
electric field F0 applied in the growth direction:03532hwsl52
1
2me’
]2
]ze
2 2
1
2mh’
]2
]zh
2 1u~ze ,zh!2F0~ze2zh!,
~2!
where me’ and mh’ are masses of e and h, respectively, in
the z direction, and F0 is set equal to 25 kV/cm hereafter
unless otherwise stated. A schematic picture of the present
WSL associated with hwsl is depicted in Fig. 1~a!.
An exciton envelope function C following the effective-
mass model satisfies the Wannier equation:
~Hex2E !C~ uru,V!50, ~3!
where E is a given energy of the FR exciton, and V has been
defined as a lump of the coordinates, V5(rˆ ,ze ,zh), for the
sake of typographical simplicity. According to the previous
formalism of Refs. 14 and 15, the ath solution of Ca is
expanded with respect to a set of adiabatic channel functions
$Fm% in the following:
Ca~ uru,V!5
1
Auru (m Fm~ uru;V!Fma
E ~ uru!. ~4!
Here Fm is an eigenfunction of the Schro¨dinger equation:
FIG. 1. ~a! A schematic diagram of the present sample of WSL.
~b! Linear absorption spectra of the sample under consideration vs
photon energy. Peaks are denoted by n(ks) with n the WSL index
and k an exciton quantum number. The dashed curve stands for a
frequency distribution of the pumping pulse with s250.5 ps and
tuned to «r51.7273 eV.2-3
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with the in-plane radius of the exciton uru fixed as an adia-
batic parameter. The eigenvalue of Um stands for an adia-
batic potential, being identical to the mth WSL subband en-
ergy associated with hwsl at the limit of uru→‘ . An open
~closed! channel m is defined as an adiabatic channel satis-
fying E.Um(‘)@E,Um(‘)# . The subscript a of Ca in Eq.
~4! means the ath open channel, since the number of linear-
independent solutions of Eq. ~3! is equal to the number of
open channels at each E. A radial wave function of Fma is
provided by use of the R-matrix propagation technique, as
will be shown below. Upon this wave function, incoming
scattering-wave boundary condition given by
Fma
E →xm(1)dma2xm(2)Sma(2)~E ! for E.Um~‘!,
Fma
E →0 for E,Um~‘! ~6!
is imposed at uru→‘ , where Sma(2) represents a scattering
matrix (S matrix! including all information of exciton FR,
and xm
(6) are asymptotic matching wave functions given by
plane waves: xm
(6)(uru)5exp(6ikmuru)Nm . Here a constant of
Nm is determined by the energy-normalization condition
(
m
E duru~FmaE !*FmbE8 5dabd~E2E8!, ~7!
and km5A2m i@E2Um(‘)# .
First, Eq. ~5! is solved by expanding Fm in the following:
Fm~ uru;V!5(
n
wn~V!cnm~ uru!, ~8!
with respect to a set of wave functions $wn% defined by
wn~V!5
1
A2p
exp~ imf!fn~ze ,zh!. ~9!
Here fn is a WSL subband wave function, satisfying an
equation
~hwsl2«n!fn~ze ,zh!50, ~10!
and a prefactor of (1/A2p)exp(imf) represents a wave func-
tion of an in-plane angular motion of the e and h pair having
an angular momentum m, with f an angular coordinate as-
sociated with rˆ . In fact, an excitonic photoabsorption is
dominated by the s-radial symmetry, namely, m50, and
henceforth it is taken. In Eq. ~8!, a coefficient $cnm% is deter-
mined at each uru. In Eq. ~10!, «n is given by «n5«0
1nvB , where n is a WSL index and vB is a Bloch fre-
quency given by vB5F0d with d a lattice period of the
superlattices concerned. fn is expressed as a combined WSL
subband wave function defined by48
fn~ze ,zh!5
1
ANsite
(
l
exp~ iKzld !fn1l
e ~ze!f l
h~zh!,
~11!03532with Nsite the number of WSL sites included in the calcula-
tions, since there is an additional translational symmetry ow-
ing to the c.m. motion of a pair of e and h in the z direction,
which conserves the associated c.m.-momentum Kz . Hereaf-
ter it is understood that Kz is set to zero, because only Kz
50 contributes to photoabsorption.48 f l
e(h)(z) is a WSL
wave function of e(h) having a site index of l. It is readily
seen that there are relations that f l
e(h)(z1 jd)5f l2 je(h)(z) and
« l5« l2 j1 jvB .
The wave functions $f l
e(h)(z)% are calculated by employ-
ing an expansion with respect to a set of basis-spline
(B-spline! functions $Bik(z)%, where Bik(z) is the ith nor-
malized B spline of an order k with a knot sequence $zi%.49 In
practice, we have set k510. This problem easily ends up
with a standard algebraic equation. It is seen that this proce-
dure provides some advantages over the usually adopted
recipe resorting to the Kane representation of WSL in com-
bination with the Kronig-Penny model that is limited to a
rectangular periodic potential.50 The B-spline method is flex-
ible to any type of potentials, regardless of whether the po-
tential is smooth or discontinuous. In fact, for the present
rectangular potential, the B-spline method provides a large
number of eigenvalues with high accuracy at one stroke by
introducing knot multiplicity49 to a position corresponding to
a boundary between a well and a barrier, where the potential
is discontinuous. Within minor changes, the same computer
program can be readily applied to, for instance, a sinusoidal
potential that models WSL of optical lattices of ultracold
atoms realized by laser-cooling technology.51–55 Further-
more, it is straightforward to apply this recipe to more for-
midable multiband problems relevant to the Zener tunneling.
Extension of this method to other systems is beyond the
scope of the present paper and it will be discussed elsewhere.
Now we are at the stage of seeking the radial wave func-
tions Fma
E by virtue of the R-matrix propagation technique. In
accordance with this method, the following relation is
obtained:14,15
Fma
E ~ uru!5(
j
@Gmj~ uru,urn11u!Fja
E(D)~ urn11u!
2Gmj~ uru,urnu!Fja
E(D)~ urnu!# , ~12!
which is defined in the nth sector urnu,uru,urn11u. Here
Fna
E(D)(uru) is pertinent to a derivative of FnaE (uru) with re-
spect to uru. Gmj(uru,urnu) is the R-matrix Green function
propagating from urnu to uru. For more detail, consult Refs.
14 and 15. The R matrix of Rmn is defined by
Rmn~ uru!5
1
uru (a Fma
E ~ uru! @FE(D)~ uru!#an
21
. ~13!
Putting Eq. ~13! into Eq. ~12! yields a relation between
R(urn11u) and R(urnu) in terms of the R matrix Green func-
tions2-4
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3
1
R~ urnu!2G˜ ~ urnu,urnu!
G˜ ~ urnu,urn11u!,
~14!
where matrix notations of R and G˜ have been adopted
for simplicity, and
G˜ ~ urnu,urn8u!5~Aurnu!
21G~ urnu,urn8u!~Aurn8u!
21
.
According to Eq. ~14!, the R matrix can be made to propa-
gate forward from the nth sector to the adjacent (n11)th
sector in succession, and finally the S matrix is extracted by
comparing the R matrix given at an asymptotic distance with
the boundary conditions of Eq. ~6!.
A dipole moment m˜ a(E) for an interband transition to a
FR state in the ath open channel at a given E is provided by
m˜ a~E !5m0ma~E !. ~15!
Here m0 means a dipole moment of an interband transition of
a bulk crystal GaAs, ma(E) represents a contribution of an
exciton envelope function to m˜ a(E):
ma~E !5(
m
N
Fma
E ~0 !E dz@Fm~0;V!#z[ze5zh, ~16!
where N stands for the total number of channels included and
actually it can be set equal to Nsite . Photoabsorption spectra
I(E) concerned here is expressed as
I~E !5(
a
No
um˜ a~E !u2, ~17!
with N0 the total number of open channels at E. Photoab-
sorption spectra of the WSL-FR states in the present system
is shown in Fig. 1~b!, where each peak is labeled by n(ks)
with n the WSL index and k a hydrogenic principle quantum
number of the exciton.
Before closing this section behavior of the radial wave
functions for the open and closed channels in the vicinity of
a FR energy of the main peak 0(1s) in Fig. 1~b! is examined.
For practical convenience to the following section, the adia-
batic radial wave function Fma
E mentioned above is trans-
formed into the corresponding diabatic radial wave function
Fˆ na
E as
Fˆ na
E ~ uru!5(
m
cnm~ uru!Fma
E ~ uru!, ~18!
where cnm has appeared in Eq. ~8!. In view of this, the total
excitonic envelope function is recast into
Ca~ uru,V!5
1
Auru (n wn~V!F
ˆ
na
E ~ uru! ~19!
in place of Eq. ~4!. Since Fm(uru;V) of Eq. ~5! becomes
identical to wn(V) at uru→‘ , the WSL index n uniquely03532corresponds to the channel number m , and hence n will be
also termed as channel. Some of Fˆ na
E (uru)’s with a50 ~a
parent-band WSL! at E51.7270 eV are depicted for open
channels of n5a , a21 in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively,
and for closed channels of n5a11, a12 in Figs. 2~c! and
2~d!, respectively. Solid lines represent the accurate wave
function obtained by the numerical calculations presented
above, where thick ~thin! lines correspond to real ~imagi-
nary! parts. In F0525 kV/cm of the present setup parameter,
the highest open channel (n5a) is dominant over the lower
one (n5a21) by a factor of 30. Similarly, a contribution
from the lowest closed channel (n5a11) is greater than
that of the higher one (n5a12) by a factor of 10. Therefore
it suffices to incorporate just the single open channel of n
5a and the single closed channel of n5a11 into the SBE
derived right below for evaluating FWM signals. Further-
more, dashed lines of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! represent Fˆ na
E (uru)
for n that is open. This function is well approximated by
Fˆ na
E ~ uru!’xn
(1)~ uru!dna2xn
(2)~ uru!Sna
(2)~E !, ~20!
apart that this breaks down in the vicinity of the origin. How-
ever, such an inaccuracy just causes a slight flaw in an inte-
gration over the whole space of uru. Dashed lines of Figs.
2~c! and 2~d! also show Fˆ na
E (uru) for n that is closed. This
function is well approximated by
Fˆ na
E ~ uru!’Auruexp~2knuru!Ana(2)~E !, ~21!
with kn5A2m iuE2Un(‘)u. In Eqs. ~20! and ~21!, Sna(2)(E)
and Ana
(2)(E) have been determined by the matching proce-
FIG. 2. Open-channel and closed-channel wave functions
Fˆ na
E (uru) of Eq. ~18! for the channel a50 and E51.7270 eV close
to the FR peak position as a function of an exciton radius uru. ~a!
Wave functions for the highest-open channel of n5a; ~b! wave
functions for the second highest-open channel of n5a21; ~c!
wave functions for the lowest-closed channel of n5a11; ~d! wave
functions for the second lowest-closed channel of n5a12. A thick
~thin! line represents a real ~imaginary! part of Fˆ na
E (uru). A solid
line shows an accurate wave function obtained by numerical calcu-
lations, while a dashed line stands for an approximated wave func-
tion of Eqs. ~20! and ~21!.2-5
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mate expressions enables one to reduce entailing computa-
tional burdens considerably, when evaluating matrix
elements associated with the many-body Coulomb exchange
to be mentioned in the following section and Appendix A.
B. SBE and FWM spectra
The Hamiltonian of the system concerned here reads
H5 (
l ,k,i5(c ,v)
« lk
(i)alk
(i)†alk
(i)1
1
2
3 (
l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ,k,k8,q(Þ0),i , j5(c ,v)
Vl1l2l3l4~q!
3al1k1q
(i)† al2k82q
( j)†
al3k8
( j)
al4k
(i)
2 (
l ,l8,k
F~ t !$alk
(c)†al8k
(v)dll81H.c.%. ~22!
Here alk
(i)† (alk(i)) is a creation ~an annihilation! operator of the
carrier i ~either a conduction electron c or a valence-band
electron v) at a site l with a crystal momentum k in the layer
plane. These satisfy anticommutation relations
@alk
(i)
,al8k8
( j)†
#15d i jd ll8d~k2k8!,
@alk
(i)
,al8k8
( j)
#15@alk
(i)†
,al8k8
( j)†
#150. ~23!
The first term of Eq. ~22! represents a sum of an energy of a
WSL subband and a kinetic energy of the in-plane motion.
The second term stands for electron-electron interactions ac-
companied by momentum transfer q. The third term means a
dipole interaction of the carrier with an external electric field
of F(t) with a dipole moment dll8 , where k dependence on
dll8 is neglected as usual, and H.c. is meant by taking a
Hermitian conjugate of the first term in the curly brackets.
A density matrix is defined by
r ll8k
(i j)
5^alk
(i)†al8k
( j) & , ~24!
where ^& has been meant by taking an expectation value.
Following a convention, it is convenient to rewrite the den-
sity matrix in the electron-hole representation by introducing
operators alk[alk
(c) for the electron and bl2k[alk
(v)† for the
hole. Thus the density matrices are recast into
r ll8k
(vc)
5^bl2kal8k&[Pll8k ,
r ll8k
(cc)
5^alk
† al8k&[Nll8k
(e)
,
r ll8k
(vv)
5^bl2kbl82k
† &[d ll82Nll82k
(h)
, ~25!
where Eq. ~23! has been employed in the last equation and
Nll82k
(h)
5^bl82k
† bl2k&. Pll8k indicates a microscopic polariza-
tion of an interband transition, a diagonal element of Nllk
(e/h)
stands for a population density of e/h , and an off-diagonal03532element Nll8k
(e/h) for lÞl8 represents a microscopic polariza-
tion of an intraband transition between WSL sites l and l8 of
e/h .
The Heisenberg equation for the operators associated with
Pll8k and Nll8k
(e/h) yields the following set of SBE within the
random-phase approximation39
iS ddt 1 1T2D Plhlek5(n @enlek(e) Plhnk1e lhnk(h) Pnlek1VnlhkNnlek(e)
1V lenkNlhn2k
(h) 2F~ t !dlend lhn# , ~26!
iS ddt 1 1T1(e)DDNlele8k(e) 5(n @enle8k(e) Nlenk(e) 2e lenk(e) Nnle8k(e)
1Vnlek
† Pnl
e8k
2V l
e8nk
Plenk
† # ,
~27!
iS ddt 1 1T1(h)DDNlhlh82k(h) 5(n @e lhnk(h) Nnlh82k(h) 2enlh8k(h) Nlhn2k(h)
1V lh8nk
† Plhnk2VnlhkPnlh8k
†
# . ~28!
Here an effective exciton energy e ll8k
(e/h)
and an effective Rabi
energy V ll8k have been defined such that
e lele8k
(e)
5S k22mei 1« le(e)1EgD d lele81S lele8k(e) , ~29!
e lhlh8k
(h)
5S k22mhi 1« lh(h)D d lhlh81S lhlh8k(h) 1S lhlh8(ch) , ~30!
V lelhk5F~ t !dlelh1P lelhk , ~31!
with « l
[e(h)] the WSL subband energy of e(h), Eg a band gap
of GaAs, and S lhlh8
(ch) the Coulomb-hole self-energy. In Eqs.
~27! and ~28!, DNll8k
(e/h)
5Nll8k
(e/h)
2Nll8k
(e/h ,eq)
with Nll8k
(e/h ,eq)
a
quasiequilibrium density. Moreover, the exchange self-
energy S ll8k
(e/h)
and the internal renormalized field energy
P lelhk have been given by
S lele8k
(e)
52 (
nene8q
Vl
e8lenene8
~q!N
nene8k2q
(e)
, ~32!
S lhlh8k
(h)
52 (
nhnh8q
Vlh8lhnhnh8~q!Nnhnh82(k2q)
(h)
, ~33!
P lelhk5 (nenhq
Vlelhnhne~q!Pnhnek2q . ~34!
dlelh is a dipole moment of a transition between the leth site
of e and the lhth site of h, given by dlelh5m0olelh, where
olelh is the associated overlap matrix. In Eqs. ~26!–~28!, a
phenomenological time of population relaxation T1
(e/h) and a
dephasing time T2 have been introduced.2-6
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been prepared in the r space, it is convenient to take the
Fourier transformation of Pll8k and Nll8k
(e/h) from the k space
into the r space, that is,
Zk5~2p!22E drexp~2ikr!Z˜ r ~35!
for Zk5Pll8k or Nll8k
(e/h)
. Furthermore the transforms of P˜ ll8r
and N˜ ll8r
(e/h)
are expanded with respect to a complete set
$w ll8a
E (r)% as
P˜ ll8r~ t !5(
aE
w ll8a
E
~r!paE~ t !, ~36!
N˜ ll8r
(e/h)
~ t !5(
aE
w ll8a
E
~r!naE
(e/h)~ t !. ~37!
Here w ll8a
E is a projection of an excitonic three-dimensional
envelope function Ca
E of Eq. ~19! onto the r space, defined
by
w ll8a
E
~r!5^^f l
(h)~zh!f l8
(e)
~ze!uCa
E~ uru,V!&&ze ,zh, ~38!
with ^^&&ze ,zh representing integrations over two vari-
ables of ze and zh . The closure relation
(
aE
uw ll8a
E
~r!&^w ll8a
E
~r8!u5d~r2r8! ~39!
is readily verified by use of the similar closure relation for
$Ca
E%,
(
aE
uCa
E~r!&^Ca
E~r8!u5d~r2r8!, ~40!
with r(8)[(uru(8),V (8)) .
In passing, a remark is made on the exciton basis set of
Eq. ~39! used in the expansion of Eqs. ~36! and ~37!. A merit
of employing this basis set is that the Coulomb interaction
between e and h within a single exciton is automatically
included in theory, whereas a part of this effect is conven-
tionally missing in the SBE with the HF model using the
free-particle basis set for each of e and h. In this spirit, many
authors have been working with the exciton basis
set.43,44,56–58 However, it should be noted that the present
study is still done within the HF approximation and the
higher-order exciton correlation is not incorporated, as is de-
scribed in Sec. I.
Putting Eqs. ~36! and ~37! into the SBE of Eqs. ~26!–~28!
in view of Eq. ~35! yields a set of SBE for unknown coeffi-
cients of paE and naE
(e/h) as follows:03532iS ddt 1 1T2D paE~ t !5(gE9 EaE;gE9~ t !pgE9~ t !
1 (
gE9,s5e ,h
VaE;gE9~ t !ngE9
(s)
~ t !
2~2p!2VR~ t !ma*~E !, ~41!
iS dnaE(e/h)~ t !dt 1 DnaE(e/h)~ t !T1(s) D 5(b uabE(e/h) nbE(e/h)~ t !
1(
gE9
@VaE;gE9
8 ~ t !pgE9~ t !
2VaE;gE9
9 ~ t !pgE9* ~ t !# . ~42!
Here EaE;gE9 being an effective exciton energy, and
VaE;gE9 , VaE;gE9
8 , and VaE;gE99 being effective Rabi ener-
gies read
EaE;gE95~E1S (ch)!dagd~E2E9!
2 (
bE8,s5e ,h
nbE8
(s) VaE;bE8;gE9 , ~43!
VaE;gE95VRdagd~E2E9!1(
bE8
pbE8VaE;bE8;gE9 ,
~44!
VaE;gE9
8 5VRdagd~E2E9!1(
bE8
pbE8V aE;bE8;gE98 ,
~45!
and
VaE;gE9
9 5(
bE8
FVRS 2 Sba(2)*~E !1Sab(2)*~E !2 D
3dbgd~E2E8!d~E2E9!1pbE8V aE;bE8;gE99 G ,
~46!
respectively. VaE;bE8;gE9 represents the HF Coulomb ex-
change integral given by
VaE;bE8;gE95~2p!22 (jhkenelelh E dxVnelh jhke~x!w jhkebE8 ~x!
3E drw lhleaE* ~r!wnelegE9 ~r2x!. ~47!
Similarly, V aE;bE8;gE98 is provided by
V aE;bE8;gE98 5~2p!
22 (
jhkenhlele8
E dx Vnhleke jh~x!w jhkebE8* ~x!
3E drw lele8aE* ~r!wnhlegE9 ~r2x! ~48!
2-7
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E8* (x) and
wnhleg
E9 (r2x) in Eq. ~48! by their complex conjugates. The
Coulomb matrix element of Vl1l2l3l4(x) is understood to be
the Fourier transform of Vl1l2l3l4(q) appearing in Eq. ~22!
despite using the same notations. The presence of the factor,
2@Sba
(2)*(E)1Sab(2)*(E)#/2, of Eq. ~46! attributes to an in-
tegral *drCa
E*(r)CbE8*(r). DnaE(e/h)5naE(e/h)2naE(e/h ,eq) ,
which is associated with DNll8k
(e/h)
mentioned above, and S lhlh8
(ch)
has been set equal to S (ch)d lhlh8 for simplicity. ma(E) has
been expressed here by
ma~E !5
1
ANsite
(
ll8
^fl
(e)~z !ufl8
(h)
~z !&wll8a
E
~r50!,
~49!
which coincides with Eq. ~16!, and VR5m0F is the Rabi
frequency. Note that naE
(e/h) is a complex quantity in this FR
case, inasmuch as w ll8a
E is always complex as seen in Fig. 2.
In addition, uabE
(e/h)5( ll8(l2l8)vB^w ll8a
E uw ll8b
E &. For simplic-
ity of practical numerical calculations, it is assumed hereafter
that T1
(e)5T1
(h)[T1 and naE
(e ,eq)5naE
(h ,eq)[naE
(eq) so that naE
(e)
5naE
(h)[naE .
In SBE of Eqs. ~26!–~28!, the laser field F(t) is given
within the rotating-wave approximation by
F~ t !5
1
2 S (j51,2 F j~ t !exp~ i@KjR2v jt# ! D , ~50!
where F j is an envelope of the j th pulse ( j51 for a probe
beam and j52 for a pump one! with Kj and v j a momentum
and a center frequency of light, respectively, and R being
position conjugate to Kj . Hereafter each pulse is considered
Gaussian, having a temporal width s j and the maximum
amplitude F j0. That is,
F j~ t !5F j0g j~ t !, ~51!
where
g1~ t !5expS 2 ~ t1t!2
s1
2 D , g2~ t !5expS 2 t2s22D , ~52!
with t a delayed time.
Here brief mention is made of recipes of practical com-
putations, above all, how to evaluate the HF Coulomb ex-
change integrals of VaE;bE8;gE9 , V aE;bE8;gE98 , and
V aE;bE8;gE99 . Generally speaking, many channels have to be
included in the calculation for each E because of the multi-
channel nature of FR, in addition that continuum spectra
over E have to be taken into account. Nevertheless, as far as
the present WSL-FR system is concerned, we can safely re-
duce the number of channels incorporated by bearing in
mind the behavior of radial wave functions shown in Fig. 2.
The highest-lying open channel and the lowest-lying closed
channel are dominant compared with other distant channels.
Therefore it is considered that just this pair of channels at03532every E suffice to obtain accurate results and others are ne-
glected. This is termed a dominant-channel approximation
from now on. Moreover, the Coulomb matrix element of
Vl1l2l3l4(x) appearing in Eqs. ~47! and ~48! is explicitly ex-
pressed as
Vl1l2l3l4~x!5^^f l1
(i)~z !f l2
( j)~z8!uV~x,z ,z8!u
3f l3
( j)~z8!f l4
(i)~z !&&z ,z8 , ~53!
with i , j5e or h. At an asymptotic distance, uxu&&1, it be-
comes
Vl1l2l3l4~x!→V~x!d l1l4d l2l3, ~54!
where V(x)51/(euxu). It is supposed that the matrix element
concerned here is well approximated by its asymptotic form.
This approximation would be accurate in the present WSL
having a relatively strong F0 owing to a localization nature
of the WSL wave function. It is termed the asymptotic-
potential approximation. Based on these two approximations,
namely, the dominant-channel one and the asymptotic-
potential one, in addition to employing Eqs. ~20! and ~21!,
the HF Coulomb exchange integral is made feasible. For
more details of evaluation of the integral, consult Appendix
A.
To evaluate FWM signals, first one takes spatial Fourier
transformations of paE and naE as follows:
paE5(
l
exp~ i@~K1lDK!R# !paE(l) ~55!
and
naE5(
l
exp~ ilDKR!naE(l) , ~56!
respectively, where K5(K11K2)/2 and DK5(K12K2)/2.
Putting these expressions into the SBE of Eqs. ~41! and ~42!
yields a set of coupled equations for paE
(l) and naE
(l)
, where the
summation over l is limited to lmax , i.e., ulu<lmax . A mac-
roscopic polarization P diffracted in the 2K22K1 direction
in the time domain is cast into the form
P~ t ,t!5m0(
aE
ma~E !paE
(23)~ t !. ~57!
The macroscopic polarization in the frequency domain is
given by
P˜ ~v ,t!5m0(
aE
ma~E !p˜ aE
(23)~v!, ~58!
where paE
(23)(t)5*dv exp(2ivt)p˜aE(23)(v). TRFWM and SR-
FWM signals are given by
ITRFWM~ t ,t!5uP~ t ,t!u2, ISRFWM~v ,t!5uP˜ ~v ,t!u2.
~59!2-8
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EXCHANGE
Prior to showing results of the fully numerical calcula-
tions based on Eqs. ~41! and ~42!, just for qualitative under-
standing of the underlying physics, it is worth obtaining an
analytic expression of paE
(23) under some approximations to
be made right below. Note that results obtained here are
more or less modified in more quantitative discussion made
in the following section. The many-body effects relevant to
VaE;bE8;gE9 are neglected in SBE. Moreover, the dominant-
channel approximation discussed in Sec. II B is adopted.
Thus the resulting SBE from Eqs. ~41! and ~42! is expressed
as
iS ddt 1 1T2D p¯ aE(l) 5«p¯ aE(l) 1V1~ t !@2n¯ aE(l21)2~2p!2m¯ a*~E !d l1#
1V2~ t !@2n¯ aE
(l11)2~2p!2m¯ a*~E !d l21# ,
~60!
iS ddt 1 1T1D n¯ aE(l) 5V1*~ t !p¯ aE(l11)1V2*~ t !p¯ aE(l21)
2V1~ t !p¯ aE
(12l)*2V2~ t !p¯ aE
(2l21)* ,
~61!
where scaled notations have been introduced, defined as
p¯ aE
(l) 52i@Saa
(2)#1/2paE
(l)
, n¯ aE
(l) 52i@Saa
(2)#1/2naE
(l) and m¯ a(E)5
2i@Saa
(2)#1/2ma(E) with «5E1S (ch), and V j(t)
5V j0g j(t)exp(2ivjt) with V j05m0F j0/2 for j51,2. For
further simplicity, it is assumed that lmax53, F10^^F20 ,
s2&&1, and T15T2[2/G , in which the first equation is valid
as far as the second one holds, showing a weak probe limit,
and the third one is justified in the narrow-band limit of the
pumping laser. Contributions from n¯ aE
(0) and n¯ aE
(2) are omitted,
since the fact that un¯ aE
(22)u&&un¯ aE
(0)u,un¯ aE
(2)u has been confirmed
by the full numerical calculations. A contribution from p¯ aE
(3) is
also neglected, which is justified for the probe weak enough.
Under these approximations, the resulting equations, just in-
cluding p¯ aE
(61)
,n¯ aE
(22)
, and p¯ aE
(23)
, end up with
iS ddt 1G/2D p¯ aE(1)5«p¯ aE(1)2~2p!2V1m¯ a*~E !,
iS ddt 1G/2D p¯ aE(21)5«p¯ aE(21)2~2p!2V2m¯ a*~E !,
iS ddt 1G/2D p¯ aE(23)5«p¯ aE(23)12V2n¯ aE(22) , ~62!
iS ddt 1G/2D n¯ aE(22)5V1*p¯ aE(21)1V2*p¯ aE(23)2V2p¯ aE(1)* .
The first and the second expressions indicate linear polar-
izations induced by the pulses 1 and 2, respectively. They are
readily solved, leading to03532p¯ aE
( j) 5~2p!2exp@2i~«2iG/2!t#m¯ a*~E !
3E dhV˜ j~h!exp@ i~«2h2iG/2!t#«2h2iG/2 , ~63!
where j561 and
V j~ t !5E dh exp~2iht !V˜ j~h!, ~64!
with V21[V2. The third and the fourth equations of Eq.
~62! are coupled equations between p¯ aE
(23) and n¯ aE
(22) with
inhomogeneous terms given by Eq. ~63!. Hence these can be
reduced to a standard second-order differential equation of
p¯ aE
(23)
, being of the form
d2y
dt2
1i~v22«!
dy
dt 12V20
2 y5X~ t !, ~65!
where y(t)[exp@i(«2iG/2)t#p¯ aE(23)(t) and the inhomoge-
neous term X has been written as
X~ t !522V2~ t !exp~ i«t !$V1*~ t !
3exp~2i«t !p¯ 21~ t !2V2~ t !exp~ i«t !p¯ 1*~ t !%. ~66!
In deriving the left-hand side of Eq. ~65!, the relation
V2(t)’V20exp(2iv2t) valid for s2..1 has been em-
ployed. Eventually the expression of p˜ aE
(23)(v) in the fre-
quency domain is obtained as
p˜ aE
(23)~v!58p2@~v2«11iG/2!~v2«21iG/2!#21
3E dzdhV˜ 1*~z!V˜ 2~h!V˜ 2~z2h1v!
3S ma*~E !«2h2iG/2 1ma~E !@Saa
(2)~E !#*
«2z1iG/2 D , ~67!
where «65(«1v26V0)/2 with V05A(«2v2)218V202 .
Equation ~67! depends linearly on V10 , while effects of V20
are treated nonperturbatively. p˜ aE
(23) obviously has two poles
at v5«62iG/2, which is reminiscent of the AT doublet33,35
because of u«12«2u5V0 if V0 is considered the Rabi fre-
quency.
As is provided in Appendix B, applying to the integrals of
Eq. ~67! the steepest-descent method59 that is ensured as far
as s2@1, a closed analytic expression of p˜ aE
(23) is derived.
Here the Fano model for the case of one-open and one-closed
channels1 is employed and ma(E) and Saa(2)(E) are expressed
by60
ma~E !5mbgexp~ iu!
e1q
e2i ~68!
and61
Saa
(2)~E !5
e1i
e2i , ~69!2-9
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due to a background continuum being almost energy inde-
pendent, e5(«2«r)/(g/2) with «r a FR energy position and
g a full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the FR, and u
52arctan(1/q)1u0 with u0 an overall unknown phase
constant.60 Linear absorption spectra of FR given by the
Fano model is depicted in Fig. 3~a! assuming u050. For q
50 and 21000, the profiles are symmetric. The former case
(q50) corresponds to the extreme FR limit having an obvi-
ous transparent window. On the other hand, the latter (q5
21000) corresponds to the weak FR limit with a Lorentzian
shape, however, no discernible window. The case of uqu@1
is thus considered a pure bound state rather than the FR,
aside from a finite spectral width.62 Profiles of other q values
are asymmetric.
In Fig. 3~b!, the SRFWM signals, uP˜ (v ,t)u2, thus ob-
tained are shown for some q values in the resonant excita-
tions that v15v25«r , where u050 is assumed for simplic-
ity ~see Appendix C!. The signals exhibit the AT-like doublet
and the relative intensities of both lobes depend strongly
upon q, resulting in asymmetric spectral profiles except for
q50 and 21000, in which the signals are symmetric. A sign
change of q results just in exact reversal of each lobe with
respect to «5«r . It is found that q values rendering the
linear absorption spectra symmetric ~asymmetric! also in-
duce symmetric ~asymmetric! shapes of SRFWM signals.
This statement is intuitively understood following discussion
given in Appendix C. Specifically, for q521000 corre-
sponding to a bound-state transition, these symmetric ac-
Stark sidebands are common to a two-level atomic system.33
As has been seen in Ref. 60, a q value indicates an interfer-
ence between contributions of an open channel and a closed
channel, and hence the asymmetric doublet manifested here
arises from phase modulation due to this Fano coupling
through the q value. In passing, a q value that is obtained by
fitting the Fano formula of Eq. ~68! to the main peak of
0(1s) in the calculated spectra of Fig. 1~b! is almost 25,
which has been taken into account in Fig. 3~b!.
The associated TRFWM signals , uP(t ,t)u2, for several q
values are depicted in Fig. 3~c!, where u050 is assumed
again. These spectra show the Rabi oscillations that are tem-
porally damped due to dephasing with a common period,
however, with different amplitudes. The dissimilarity ob-
served in SRFWM is also reflected in the TRFWM signal
having such a different damping pattern. The signal for q
50 vanishes faster than that for q521000, while the cor-
responding SRFWM profiles are very much alike to each
other. Specifically, the former signal is sustained up to no
more than t’1.3 ps, and the latter signal is still discerned
around t’2.2 ps. For q525 and 23, the amplitudes are
more enhanced than these two cases. In TRFWM, therefore,
the Rabi system relevant to a FR state ~with a finite q) is
distinguished from that for a bound state ~with uqu@1).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Now let us move to the SRFWM signals provided by the
fully numerical calculations for the sample of 34 Å-GaAs/17
Å-Al0.3Ga0.7As superlattices with a bias field of 25 kV/cm035322FIG. 3. ~Color! ~a! Normalized linear spectra of Eq. ~17! ob-
tained by the Fano model vs incident photon energies for q5
21000, 25, 23 and 0. ~b! Normalized SRFWM spectra,
uP˜ (v ,t)u2, obtained by the model calculations vs the energy v for
these q values in resonant excitations of v15v25«r51.7273 eV.
Other setup parameters are F1051 kV/cm, F205100 kV/cm, s1
5s250.5 ps, T15T251 ps, t50.8 ps, and the FR width
~FWHM! 0.5 meV. ~c! Normalized TRFWM spectra, uP(t ,t)u2, cor-
responding to Fig. 3 ~b! vs elapse timed t. Curves for different q’s
are distinguished by colors in all panels.-10
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sample for the linear spectra of Fig. 1~b!. The number of
partial waves included is set lmax510, and the whole effects
of the HF Coulomb exchange are incorporated without as-
suming any additional imposition upon s j and F j0. The
dominant-channel approximation is still adopted, which is
valid in the present sample. Furthermore, evaluations of
maE , wll8a
E
, and Sab
(2)(E), required in Eqs. ~41! and ~42!,
resort to the linear-response theory for the excitonic FR de-
scribed in Sec. II A, not to the simple Fano model employed
in Sec. III. A frequency distribution of the pulse 2, with s2
5500 fs and tuned resonantly to «r51.7273 eV is also de-
picted in Fig. 1~b!. The pump field coherently excites most
parts of the FR state of 0(1s), and slightly overlaps with
adjacent FR peaks such as 21(3s) and 0(2s).
The calculated SRFWM signals are shown in Fig. 4,
where the solid and dashed curves represent traces with and
without the many-body effects, respectively, for three de-
layed times of t520.4, 0, and 0.4 ps, with T251 ps. Fig-
ures 4~a–c! show the results for F1051 kV/cm and F20
550 kV/cm. Hereafter, the signals denoted by the solid and
dashed lines of Fig. 4~c! are cited as the signals, Sc and Sc8 ,
respectively. The profiles without the many-body effect are
almost Lorentzian, whereas those with this effect are modu-
lated to some extent and slight doublet structures are dis-
cerned, especially, for t50.4 ps. Incidentally, for a still
smaller pumping field, for instance, F2051 kV/cm, spectra
are little affected by the many-body Coulomb exchange and
the resulting profiles remain Lorentzian for polarization
dephasing of T251 ps concerned here. For T2 greater than 1
ps, comparable to or smaller than the FR width of nearly 0.5
meV of the peak 0(1s) in Fig. 1~b!, it would be likely that a
SRFWM signal reflects a generic pattern of the Fano profile
of the linear spectra. Otherwise a detailed asymmetry pattern
seems to be smeared out by more rapid dephasing.
By comparing with Figs. 4~a–c!, it is recognized that the
many-body effect is augmented with increase of pumping
FIG. 4. SRFWM spectra, uP˜ (v ,t)u2, obtained by the fully nu-
merical calculations vs the energy v for different t’s in resonant
excitations of v15v25«r51.7273 eV with ~a!–~c! F20
550 kV/cm and ~d!–~f! F205100 kV/cm. Other setup parameters
are F1051 kV/cm, s15s250.5 ps, and T15T251 ps. Solid
~dashed! curves stand for the spectra with ~without! the many-body
effect, where ~a! and ~d! are for t520.4 ps ~the pulse 2 precedes
the pulse 1!, ~b! and ~e! for t50 fs, and ~c! and ~f! for t50.4 ps
~the pulse 1 precedes the pulse 2!, respectively.035322intensity in Figs. 4~d–f!, resulting in marked modification of
the spectra. Hereafter the signals denoted by the solid and
dashed lines of Fig. 4~f! are cited as the signals, S f and S f8 ,
respectively. The overall shape of the signal of S f8 is akin to
that of the signal of q525 in Fig. 3~b!, aside from a slight
variance of a relative intensity of the two sidebands, due
presumably to the fact that the model calculations described
in Sec. III are ensured for s2@1. The main profile of the
curve for the signal S f is shifted toward the high-energy side.
Furthermore, the relative intensity of the two lobes is re-
versed from the trace of S f8 , that is, the right lobe is stronger
than the left one in S f , and vice versa in S f8 . Such asymme-
try reversal also accompanies prominent changes of spectral
widths: the right lobe is still narrower than the left one,
whereas the widths of the two sidebands in S f8 are almost
equal.
The three characteristics of the dressed FR states, namely,
asymmetry reversal, spectral narrowing, and blue shift, are
found here. The first two are unequivocally attributed to in-
terplays between phase modulation induced by the FR cou-
plings and the many-body effects. The phase modulation also
contributes to forming the asymmetry in the AT-like doublet
through the q value, as was discussed in the preceding sec-
tion. Phase-shift information is included in the FR wave
functions required to evaluate the Coulomb exchange matri-
ces, through Sna
(2) and Ana
(2) of Eqs. ~20! and ~21!.63 Therefore
the asymmetric AT-like doublet with the asymmetry reversal
and the spectral narrowing is understood to be governed by a
way of interference ascribable to the q value and the S ma-
trix, and the many-body effect. As for the blue shift, the
similar effect was already observed in the nonresonant ac-
Stark effect in the literature given in Ref. 34, and hence this
would be due mostly to temporal evolution of the repulsive
exciton-exciton interactions @see Eq. ~43!#.
The asymmetric doublet is also confirmed in the resonant
ac-Stark splitting of an exciton bound state induced by co-
herent excitation of the absorption edge of a lowest-lying
continuum state together with the bound state.29 Neverthe-
less, its origin is different from the present one. In the
former, the continuum is structureless, and it is expressed as
a real sinusoidal wave without any interference effect with
the bound state. Moreover, the right sideband is always
dominant, and the asymmetry reversal never occurs to the
best of our knowledge. On the other hand, in the latter, the
FR continuum is sharply energy and phase-shift dependent,
and the degree of asymmetry varies in complicated manners
according to setup parameters employed in addition to the
many-body effects. As for the spectral narrowing, it has not
been pointed out yet in any preceding study of excitonic
ac-Stark effects. Thus this would be qualified as a novel ef-
fect found in the dressed FR system.
Figure 5 shows SRFWM signals with different dephasing
and pumping intensity from those of Fig. 4. As is indicated in
Figs. 5~a–c!, the signal no longer exhibits the AT-like dou-
blet even for F205100 kV/cm, due to still stronger dephas-
ing (T250.2 ps) of polarizations. Thus, for the splitting to
manifest itself, it is necessary that an effective Rabi energy,
namely, an external pump field plus an internal renormalized-11
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the pumping strength to F205400 kV/cm, the doublet struc-
ture is retrieved in Figs. 5~d–f! if taking into account the
many-body effect. However, in contrast with Figs. 4~d–f!, it
is found that the left lobe becomes dominant to the right one
and the spectral narrowing is not observed. The strong
dephasing suppresses appearance of the spectral narrowing,
and spectral widths of the two lobes seem to be dominated
by the dephasing time rather than the interplay between the
phase modulation and the many-body effect, eventually be-
ing almost identical to each other.
Finally, one mentions to TRFWM signals depicted in Fig.
6. In Fig. 6~a! a solid ~dashed! curve corresponds to the
traces of Sc (Sc8) of Fig. 4~c!. Similarly, in Fig. 6~b! a solid
~dashed! curve corresponds to the traces of S f (S f8) of Fig.
4~f!. It is understood that the same notations as Sc/ f and Sc/ f8
are also used for the TRFWM signals. For F20550 and 100
kV/cm, pulse areas defined as64 (m0/2)*2‘‘ F2(t)dt are
’p/2 and p , respectively, thus the Rabi flopping is not com-
plete. In fact it does not appear in Sc8 . However, the Rabi
oscillation seems to manifest itself in S f8 during coherence
time of an order of T2, which is compatible with the exis-
tence of the AT-like doublet in S f8 of SRFWM. Moreover,
there exist obvious quantum beat structures in Sc8 and S f8
after about 2 ps, though it is considerably weakened in Sc8 .
The beating period remains unaltered, being about 0.68 ps, in
both cases despite the pumping strengths being different.
This statement is contrasted with the Rabi oscillation de-
pending linearly on the field strength. This period corre-
sponds to an energy separation of DE of about 6 meV, which
just coincides with the difference of the FR state of 0(1s)
from that of 0(2s) that is coherently excited by a high-
energy tail of the pumping laser @see Fig. 1~b!#. In addition,
since the energy of 0(1s) is separated from 21(2s) and
21(3s) by about 5 –6 meV, these states are also likely to
contribute to the quantum beat.
The Rabi flopping is also seen during the coherence time
in Sc and S f in addition to the quantum beat arising from
DE , which is somewhat modulated in an irregular manner
due presumably to the many-body effect. Note that the pe-
riod of the Rabi oscillation of S f looks almost half longer
than that of S f8 . This results from enhancement of the inter-
nal renormalized fields and thus the net Rabi energies during
temporal evolution of the pulse 2. This tendency of the time-
FIG. 5. The same as Fig. 4 but T15T250.2 ps.035322evolution spectra resembles the Rabi-oscillation pattern al-
ready known in bound-state Rabi systems,18,26,27 and there-
fore only this behavior does not seem to uniquely feature the
present dressed FR system. Recalling the model calculations
and discussion regarding Fig. 3~c!, it would be probable that
the noted enhancement effect of an oscillation amplitude due
to the Fano coupling contributes more or less to the spectral
patterns of the present TRFWM signals as well.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
To summarize, the transient FWM spectra induced by
resonant excitations of FR excitons are calculated by solving
both analytically and numerically the SBE within the HF
approximation. The asymmetric AT-like doublet emerges in
the SRFWM signals. The degree of this asymmetry depends
strongly upon a Fano-q parameter and the many-body Cou-
lomb exchange. Furthermore, the many-body effects also
cause the asymmetry reversal, the spectral narrowing and the
blue shift, all of which feature the present laser-driven FR
exciton system. The findings would propose novel aspects
for discriminating the dressed-semiconductor system from
the dressed-atomic system. The pattern of the spectra is par-
tially smeared out by faster dephasing, though the asymmet-
ric AT-like doublet is retrieved by making the pumping field
FIG. 6. TRFWM spectra, uP(t ,t)u2, obtained by the fully nu-
merical calculations vs elapsed time t for t50.4 ps. Solid ~dashed!
curves represent the results with ~without! the many-body effect,
having the same employed setup parameters as those of Fig. 4.
Insets are the same of the corresponding main panels but depicted
in a linear scale for comparison.-12
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appears in the TRFWM signals. Following the results of the
model calculations, it is likely that an amplitude of the oscil-
lation is modified prominently with changing the q value.
Finally three remarks will be made. The first is that in the
present paper the Coulomb correlation beyond the mean-field
approximation has not been taken into account, as was men-
tioned in Sec. I. However, it is likely that this effect modifies
the results obtained herein to some extent. To the best of our
knowledge, the Coulomb correlation has not been examined
in the laser-driven FR system thus far irrespective of whether
the laser is resonant or nonresonant and strong or weak. This
is an open problem. The second is on the FWM study of FR
reported by Siegner et al.6,7 They found that the decay of the
TRFWM is related to dephasing. On the other hand, the de-
cay of time-integrated FWM is much faster and almost inde-
pendent of excitation densities. It was speculated that this
phenomena arises from some sorts of destructive interference
due to FR in conjunction with nonlinearity and the many-
body Coulomb effect. This still remains raveled. The third
comment is on possibility of photon echo in the laser-driven
FR system.65 It is usually understood that without inhomo-
geneous broadening the photon echo is not generated, unless
excitation is so strong that a bound-state level overlaps with
the edge of continuum onset due to blue shift.66 In FR the
discrete level is always degenerate to lower-lying continua
playing a role of inhomogeneousity. Therefore, it is likely
that the photon echo is discernible even in weak excitation.
Indeed in view of Eq. ~57! the FR distribution of ma(E)
fulfills the same role as the inhomogeneous broadening. The
echo spectra are suppressed by dephasing, and hence mani-
festation of the echo in TRFWM depends on how fast
dephasing is.
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APPENDIX A: ON THE HF COULOMB EXCHANGE
INTEGRALS
In this appendix, the HF Coulomb exchange matrix ele-
ment of VaE;bE8;gE9 of Eq. ~47! is reduced to a form feasible
in a practical computation. The obtained results can be
straightforward applied to the similar integrals of
V aE;bE8;gE98 and V aE;bE8;gE99 . This task is equivalent to
evaluating the following expression:
I5E drdxf 1~r!V~x! f 2~x! f 3~r2x!, ~A1!
where the form of V(x) given right below Eq. ~54! has
been replaced by a screened Coulomb potential,
exp(2kuxu)/(euxu), by introducing a small and positive pa-
rameter k for numerical stabilization. A numerical result is
insensitive to a choice of k as far as it is small enough not to035322affect the result. A function of f j(r)( j51 –3) relevant to the
radial wave function of Fˆ
n ja j
E j (uru)/Auru is of the form
f j~r!5
1
A2p
uru(N j21)/2exp~ ik juru! ~A2!
in light of Eqs. ~20! and ~21!. Here 1/A2p is ascribable to
Eq. ~9! for the s-radial symmetry (m50), and uk ju
5A2m iuE j2Un j(‘)u; k j is a real number for n j open and a
pure imaginary number with Im(k j).0 for n j closed. In ad-
dition, N j50 for n j open and N j51 for n j closed.
By use of a set of confocal elliptic coordinates $m ,n%
defined by67
m5
uru1ur2xu
uxu
, n5
uru2ur2xu
uxu
, ~A3!
we have
dr5S uxu2 D
2 m22n2
@~m221 !~12n2!#1/2
dmdn . ~A4!
Putting Eqs. ~A2!–~A4! into Eq. ~A1! yields
I5
1
A2pe
S 12 D
(N11N3)/2E
1
‘
dmE
21
1 dn
A12n2
3H ~m1n!(N111)/2~m2n!(N311)/2Am221 J
3E
0
‘
duxuuxu(N11N21N311)/2
3expF S ik22k1i k11k32 m1i k12k32 n D uxuG .
~A5!
It is noted that the integral over m is divergent when N1
5N350 and k11k350, since the part of the integrand pa-
renthesized by curly brackets becomes unity for m→‘ . Such
a singularity can be removed by subtracting from this inte-
gral over m and add to it
E
1
‘
dmexpS i k11k32 uxum D5 2puxu d~k11k3!. ~A6!
Moreover, the integral over uxu is readily implemented to be
of the form of the G function. Eventually Eq. ~A1! becomes
I5
1
A2pe
S 12 D
(N11N3)/2E
1
‘
dmE
21
1 dn
A12n2
3H ~m1n!(N111)/2~m2n!(N311)/22dN10dN30d~k11k3!Am221 J
3S 2ik21k2i k11k32 m-13
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k12k3
2 n D
2(N11N21N313)/2
GS N11N21N3132 D
12pdN10dN30d~k11k3!GS N2112 D E211 dnA12n2
3~2ik21k2ik1n!2(N211)/2. ~A7!
Making replacements that m5cosht and n5cosu, the inte-
grations over t and u become numerically tractable, and fea-
sible resorting to a standard quadrature formula.
APPENDIX B: ON THE INTEGRAL OF EQ. 67
Equation ~67! is reduced by use of the steepest-descent
method.59 Since the pulses are Gaussian, it suffices to deal
with the following integral:
J5E dh A2~h2v2! 1«2h2iG/2 K~h!, ~B1!
where
K~h!5E dz A1*~z2v1!A2~z2h1v2v2!, ~B2!
with t152t ,t250, and
A j~h!5expF i~v j2h!t j2S s j~v j2h!2 D
2G . ~B3!
First K is readily obtained by
K~h!5cexp@2a~h!# , ~B4!
where
c5
2Ap
As121s22
~B5!
and
a~h!52
1
4~s1
21s2
2!
@s1
2v11s2
2~v21h2v!12i~ t12t2!#2
1
1
4 s1
2v1
21
1
4 s2
2~v21h2v!
2
1i@v1t12~v21h2v!t2# . ~B6!
Putting Eq. ~B4! into Eq. ~B1! provides the form
J5cE
2‘
‘
dh exp@2s2F~h!# , ~B7!
where
s2F~h!52i~v22h!t21S s2~v22h!2 D
2
1ln~«2h2iG/2!1a~h!. ~B8!035322Since Re@F(h)#→‘ with s2→‘ is satisfied, Eq. ~B7! is
evaluated by employing the steepest-descent method. Hence
F is approximated by
F~h!’F~hk!1 12 F 9~hk!~h2hk!2, ~B9!
where there are two saddle points in the complex h plane,
denoted as hk(k51,2), and
F 9~hk!5Fd2F~h!dh2 G
h5hk
. ~B10!
Finally we obtain
J5c (
k51,2
exp@2s2F~hk!#S 2p
s2F 9~hk!D
1/2
. ~B11!
APPENDIX C: SPECTRAL PROFILES IN SRFWM
The origin of symmetry and asymmetry in SRFWM is
intuitively understood in the following. First Eq. ~67! is re-
written as
p˜ aE
(23)~v!58p2@ma8 ~E !#*@~v2«11iG/2!
3~v2«21iG/2!#21F~v!, ~C1!
where
F~v!5E dzdhV˜ 1*~z!V˜ 2~h!V˜ 2~z2h1v!
3F exp~2iu!«2h2iG/2 1 exp~ iu!«2z1iG/2G , ~C2!
and u and ma8 (E) have been defined that u52arctan(1/q)
1u0 with u0 a constant60 and ma8 (E)5(e1q)/(e2i), re-
spectively. It is F(v) that dominates the asymmetry in spec-
tra, as is seen right below, and the prefactor of Eq. ~C1!
merely provides a symmetric profile. Suppose that V˜ 2(h)
5V˜ 20d(h2v2) and that a peaking approximation of «
’v2 is made partially in F(v). The former is accurate for
s2→‘ , and the latter is due to that the natural width of FR
g ~usually of the order of 0.1 meV! is much smaller than the
separation V0 between the AT-like sidebands. Hence F(v) is
recast into
F~v!’V˜ 1*~2v22v!V˜ 20
2 ~v2v2!exp~2iu!1Gsinu
~«2v22iG/2!~v2v21iG/2!
.
~C3!
If a relation that uF(v)u25uF(2v22v)u2 is satisfied, the
overall profile is symmetric with respect to the FR position
«r5v2, otherwise it is asymmetric. The spectral pattern is
determined solely by the numerator of Eq. ~C3!. Here the
unknown constant of u0 is considered zero for simplicity in
the following discussion in this appendix. In practice, this
phase factor is unambiguously determined by imposition of
the scattering wave boundary condition of Eq. ~6! on the FR
wave function. For uqu5‘ corresponding to a bound-state-14
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obtained. The similar situation holds for the case of q50,
corresponding to u52p/2. For other u’s, however, it is seen
that F(v) leads to an asymmetric profile. Therefore it is
concluded that the asymmetry arises from interference due to035322the phase of u . Following the above discussion, it is found
that the maximum asymmetry is realized for u56p/4 cor-
responding to q571. In a more accurate evaluation made in
Sec. III, the maximum asymmetry appears around uqu
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